In organizational and commercial settings, people often have clear roles and workflows against which functional and non-functional requirements can be extracted. However, in more social settings, such as platforms for enhancing social interaction, successful applications are driven by user emotional engagement than functionality, and the drivers of user engagement are difficult to identify. A key challenge is to capture and understand users emotional requirements so that they can be incorporated into interaction design.
engineers seem to only focus on traditional functional and quality requirements and overlook key drivers of engagement such as people's emotions and values 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 . It is therefore important to take into account software requirements that will create the desire to engage with the system -in addition to functional and quality requirements. These requirements may be related to social values or emotions that people want to feel. In this research, we call such requirements emotional goals 21, 22 . Addressing emotional goals in design is not straightforward and software engineers face several barriers due to the nature of emotions. First, identifying and understanding people's emotional goals is difficult as they are the subjective attributes of people and not the property of software 23, 24 . People rarely are able to express their emotions directly. Although people recognize their emotions when they encounter them, it is difficult for them to articulate them beforehand since emotions are a subjective part of their consciousness 25 . Second, even if people are able to express emotional goals, there is limited knowledge about how these emotions can be captured and then translated into concrete requirements as part of design 26 . Third, the unstructured and ambiguous nature of emotional goals make converting them into a software specification difficult. Thus, the lack of a systematic methodology to map such intangible emotions to a tangible set software features remain a challenge. Consequences related to overlooked emotional goals are particularly profound in social applications such as platforms for enhancing social interaction, social networking and public health software systems. In these types of software systems users posses a variety of characteristics, including their needs, goals, motivations, and lifestyle that ultimately influence the ability of software to appeal and engage. In this paper we define these types of software systems as People-Oriented Software (POS) systems. In POS systems, requirements elicitation is challenging as people are often not obliged to use a software system, do not generally have well-defined roles and responsibilities, have different cultural and social backgrounds, and do not necessarily have the same requirements as each other 19 . Traditional requirements engineering methods capitalise on well-defined business work-flows and tasks that are less applicable in contexts that are not as structured or protocol-driven like emotional goals in POS.
In terms of scientific theories, there are numerous theories and frameworks that have categorized the human's emotion, such as Parrott ' 31 . While some ideas from these theories can be used for considering emotional goals in software engineering, they often are not suitable for the design of software systems for several reasons: (i) they typically assume emotions operate independently of users' cognitive processes; (ii) they do not model the fact that people may experience two or more emotions at the same, such as feeling independent or connected; (iii) they cannot be used to describe the complex range of emotions that people may feel in daily use of a software system; and (iv) are not contextualized in everyday life (i.e. they are too abstract) 31, 32 . These limitations motivate the need for bridging the gap between the psychological frameworks and software engineering. Accordingly, a key question at the heart of successful requirements engineering activities is: How can we get a better understanding of people's emotional goals in designing a software system?
In this paper we investigate the nature of emotional goals within the context of requirements engineering. Our research question is: How can system analysts achieve a better perception regarding stakeholders' emotional goals in the process of requirements engineering? We present a novel framework called the Emotional Attachment Framework, which is mainly based on theories and models in psychology 33, 34 . In this research, we do not propose a new taxonomy of emotional categories as we already have them in the field of psychology 35, 29, 30, 36, 37, 33, 34, 31 . Instead, we provide a framework to increase our insights in capturing and understanding emotional goals. This is based on existing models, theories and taxonomies of emotions in psychology. We also outline a process model for using the proposal framework in practice. Understanding emotional goals is an essential precondition for detailed design and development efforts, therefore the focus of this work spans this first step of gaining deeper insights in capturing and understanding emotional goals.
We evaluate our proposed framework in two parts. First, using an industry case study -a mobile website to help homeless people find information about available support services. We used interview data at hand to analyze and extract emotional goals. We then compared our findings with an alternative approach for eliciting emotional goals 19 . The comparison analysis with the alternative emotional goals elicitation approach indicated that we discovered more subtle emotional goals by using our proposed framework. Further, we tested the applicability and effectiveness of our proposed framework by interviewing four independent domain experts involved in this case study. The results show that our approach identified and categorized people's emotional goals that the domain experts agreed with, and that they believe the elicited emotional goals provide improved support for requirements engineering.
Second, we recruited 12 participants with software engineering background and asked them to complete a series of tasks and answer a series of questions about EAF and alternative analysis technique. We measured the time and accuracy of their responses and then asked a set of qualitative questions around their preferences between the techniques. We then asked domain experts to analyze the participants' results and evaluate their output. The results show that the EAF is more time efficient, easier to use and learn, and helped participants generate more non-repetitive and relevant insights into emotional requirements of the system.
The following section presents related literature in the area emotional goals and prior efforts in considering emotional goals in design. In Section 3, we present our framework for understanding the people's emotional goals and this proposed framework will be evaluated in Sections 4. The last two sections of this paper are dedicated to discussion and conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
Frog Design founder Esslinger states that: "even if a design is elegant and functional, it will not have a place in our lives unless it can appeal at a deeper level, to our emotions" (cited in 38, p.9 ). In this section we briefly review the nature and foundations of emotions and what emotional goals are. We also review the efforts in considering emotional requirements in design and development including software system domain.
Concepts and Definitions
The importance of considering emotions is recognized in software system design, however, this subject has been of interest in different fields of science and research such as philosophy 37 , biology 39 , physiology 39 , sociology 36 and psychology 34 . It means that the main roles and concepts of emotions have been borrowed by the field of software system design from other domains. In this section it is important to recognize the characteristics of emotional goals and the aspects which make them distinguish them from other types of requirements. In order to understand emotional goals, it is first essential to have an understanding of the concept of emotion.
Definition of Emotion
Although it seems the definition of emotion is clear, as Arnold 33 mentioned, understanding the nature of emotions, especially emotions' characteristics, how do emotions work?, how are emotions felt and expressed?, etc. is a lasting problem. Emotions influence everything we do from the way we behave and think, to the way we communicate and make decisions. People are capable of a vast range of emotions, from satisfaction in daily tasks to the sadness of losing valuable things and death of a loved one 40, 41 .
By reviewing the literature, we found several different terms for reflecting people's different feelings. Affect, emotion, mood, passions, value, motivation and sentiment are just a few to name. Although the meaning of these words differ from one another and refer to different concepts, they are routinely used interchangeably. Among all of these words, the word "emotion" is often used in a wide variety of research domains. In this research we also use the term emotion, as this is a common term that people use to refer their subjective and hard-to-measure feelings and it is more related to people rather than software 19 .
In this research what we mean by the people's emotions is the people's different feelings and mental states which have different characteristics and effects on how people make decisions and behave.
Forming Emotion
Prior studies in the field of product design have tried to understand how consumers' emotions form 34 . As Arnold, the founder of 'Appraisal Theory' argued, people form emotions when encountering a product or service. This is the consequence of their assessment (or their 'appraisal') of the product or service capabilities and how it may harm or benefit them 33 . Based on the Arnold's definition, an appraisal is the "direct, immediate sense of judgment of weal and woe" (cited in 42, p.9 ). He also defined emotion as the "felt tendency toward anything intuitively appraised as good or away from anything intuitively appraised as bad" (cited in 43, p.33 ). Based on these definitions without appraisal there is no emotion and positive or negative emotions are the consequence of appraising a product or a service beneficial or harmful respectively. In other words, people can experience different emotions such as joy, frustration and desire in response to products that they appraise as matching or mismatching with different emotional goals that they have.
Desmet and Hekkert argued that what causes humans' emotions is their interpretation of a product or a service rather than the product or service itself 44 . This interpretation is the consequence of cognitive appraisal process which often happens automatically and unconsciously in the people's minds. Desmet used Arnold's appraisal theory to visualize and develop this concept as the 'Basic Model of Emotions'. Desmet's model contains three variables: Appraisal, Concerns (goals) and Stimulus (product or service) (Figure 1 ) 34 . The definitions of these three variables are as below:
FIGURE 1 Desmet's Basic Model of Emotions 34
Appraisal According to appraisal theory, appraisal refers to automatic and unconscious evaluation of a product or service for the people's personal concerns (goals) 45 . The output of this evaluation in Desmet's basic model of emotions shapes the people's positive or negative emotions.
Concerns
Based on what Frijda has discussed, behind each emotion there is a concern 46 . If people's concerns can be addressed by product or service capabilities, the product or service is appraised as beneficial and lead to positive emotions. In the opposite side, the product or service capabilities that cannot match with the people's concerns are appraised as harmful and lead to negative emotions. Desmet 34 categorized concerns in two main groups, universal (such as the concern for safety and love) and culture and context-dependent (personal concerns such as concern for being home late or missing good seat at the cinema).
Stimulus In Desmet's basic model of emotions, the stimulus refers to the element labelled as 'Product' in Figure 1 . It represents any product or service that can address one or more concerns. Based on the Desmet's definition, physical products, services, remembered and imaginary items can be considered in the basic model of emotions as a stimulus.
Emotional Attachment
Emotional attachment is an attempt to create emotional links between people and products or services. It has received a lot of attention in recent years particularly in the field of marketing 47, 48, 49 . The main basis of emotional attachment is derived from 'Attachment Theory' was initially developed by Bowlby to explain the relationship between the parents and infants 50 . However in last two decades a wider range of relationships and contexts have been encompassed. Recent studies indicate that individuals not only emotional attach to other individuals, but also to brands 51, 52 , pets 53 , gifts 54 , places 55, 56 , collectables 57 , firms and organizations 58 and, objects 59, 60 . People experience emotional attachment at different levels of abstraction. They may emotionally attach to a product or a service in general or specific capabilities. For instance, people may emotionally attach to Facebook TM (as a general social network application) or like one or more capability(ies) (sharing media as a specific capability).
Mugge 61 proposed four categories of sources for creating product emotional attachment:
Self-expression People desire a distinct personal identity from others, what Mugge et al., call Self-expression 62 . Based on Collins on-line dictionary, self-expression refers to the expression of personal identity such as feelings, thoughts or ideas † . Past studies argue that people become more attached to products or services if they can show their personal identity 63, 64 .
Further, Mugge et al. 65, 66 show that more self-expressive occurs if people can 'embed their personality' into a product. Embedding the personality is based on the 'self-congruity theory', which says humans need to express and create a positive and consistent view of one self 67 . Accordingly people attach emotionally to a product or services that are reflect their own 'self-concept'.
Sirgy 68 shows that this 'self-concept' has two categories: (1) (Ideal Self ), which is the view people have of themselves; and (2) (Public Self ), which is the image people would like other people to have of them.
Affiliation
The role of affiliation in forming emotional attachments stems from the people's desires to have relationships, to be connected, associated, and involved with others 69 . Murray's Theory of Human Personality describes people wanting to feel a sense of affiliation with others and belonging to social groups 70 . Although it may seem that the affiliation opposes self-expression, they can exist simultaneously. Kleine et al. argued that although people like to establish a unique identity, they are also motivated to have interpersonal connections 64 . A good example of coexisting affiliation and self-expression is Facebook TM . A Facebook TM page expresses a unique identity by writing posts and sharing individual pictures (selfexpression) and simultaneously he/she is a member of specific groups (affiliation).
Memories
Kleine notes that people like to maintain a sense of the past, happy moments in life, and be reminded of people, occasions, places etc. that are important for them 71 . Csikszentmihalyi and Halton argued that if a product has clues or symbols for their consumers regarding "where they have been, who they are now and what they aspire to be", these symbols can attached them emotionally to the product 72 . Memories can be both positive and negative. Accordingly, people like to remember or re-enforce positive memories and forget negative ones. Mugge contends that if people experience positive memories in using a product, they emotionally attach to it regardless of its utility and appearance 73 .
Pleasure Based on the Hedonism school of thought, pleasure and happiness are the primary aim of human life 74 . Accordingly, if a product provides sensory pleasure and enjoyable activity, it causes emotional attachment 61 . Jordan defines pleasure in designing a product as "emotional, hedonic and practical benefits associated with products" 75, p.11 which appears in different forms including (i) Physical Pleasure: relates to people physical body and the pleasure experienced by sensory perception -five senses, (ii) Social Pleasure: relates to people relationships with others and with status and image, and (iii) Ideological Pleasure: relates to peoples values and beliefs 75 .
It seems reasonable to extend the boundary of emotional attachment and assume that people can attach emotionally to a software system as a type of product or service. Based on the emotional attachment definitions in other disciplines we define this concept in software engineering as 'the strength of the emotional relationship people experience with a software system'. People's emotional attachment will determine whether people use the software system as a beloved tool, they simply put up with, reject it, or never appropriate it at all.
Emotional Goals
Based on the definitions of emotion, emotional goals can be defined as the people's psychological or mental goals which have intrapsychic origin 76 . Callele et al., define emotional goals as a way to help system analysts to deliver emotional experience to people in order to achieve optimal software system experience 77 . Lopez-Lorca et al., have considered emotional goals in two different categories. 1) Personal Emotional Goals which represent how people want to feel as a general sense and independent of any particular system (feeling independent) and, 2) System-dependent Emotional Goals which represent people's desires towards a specific software system 78 . In this research we define emotional goals as what people would or would not like to feel by using a software system. As the root of functional or non functional capabilities goes back to people's functional or non functional requirements, we can define people's emotional goals as what people would or would not like to feel in the process of satisfying their functional or non functional requirements. Recent research has demonstrated how emotional goals are distinct from the application's nonfunctional requirements 19 . If we consider the social application of Facebook TM it is possible to see how a functional requirement of connecting friends is quite different from the emotional goal of feeling connected. Alternatively, we can see how the quality goal of being secure is also quite different to feeling secure from the perspective of the user. Emotional goals are influenced by people's values, aspirations, socio-cultural norms and mood that people would like to experience when using a particular software system. The interplay of these social variables further reinforces the idea that emotional goals cannot be confined to immediate sensory pleasures, but are in fact more reflective and long-term.
Emotional Goals in Design and Software Engineering
Research into emotional goals in design dates back to the 1970s. Most of the research in this area focuses more generally on product design 75, 44, 41, 17, 79, 80 . Although emotional goals are not emphasised in software engineering, there is research in the field of human-computer interaction 81, 82 and emotionally intelligent software agents 83 . Considering emotional goals is imperative in game design 48, 84 where the main goal of such games is to 'have fun' 23 . According to Draper 15 , fun is a dependency between the game application and players' goals and as such is not a property of game application itself.
Ramos and Berry 85 investigated software features that caused fear (as a type of emotion) to show the influence of emotion in system acceptance. They analyzed an application that stores information about mistakes within a company, and who was responsible for them to show the relationship between negative emotions and system acceptance. Although in their value taxonomy they categorized people's soft goals in four categories including structural, social, political and symbolic, however, they did not propose specific guideline for eliciting people's emotion.
Colomo-Palacios et al. 86 developed a method called the 'Affect Grid' to understand the effect of emotions on software requirements. Their results indicated that emotions were a factor to take into account in establishing requirements stability. Colomo-Palacios et al. concluded that understanding the stakeholders' emotions includes knowing "the reliability and stability of the definition of those requirements" 86 . Hassenzahl et al., 17 considered the people's emotional goals as a 'hedonic quality'. In their study, hedonic quality is an aspect of a software system (especially in graphical user interface) that creates positive subjective experience in the people based on their emotions. According to Hassenzahl et al., hedonic qualities are non-task-oriented qualities which prevent product or service consumers from boredom and discomfort, and create motivation, stimulation and challenge. Thew and Sutcliffe 87, 88 in their studies reviewed different issues related to poor understanding of stakeholder values and proposed a taxonomy of stakeholders' values, motivations and emotions (VME). In their taxonomy they suggested eight, nine and six upper level categories for value, motivation and emotions respectively. Although they proposed the elicitation guides in the form of conversation topics for each category, the proposed taxonomy makes no recommendations for solving value clashes.
Probably the most famous studies in considering the people's emotions in designing products can be seen in Norman's studies 41 . Norman believes that there are three levels of emotion: visceral, behavioural and reflective. The visceral level is pre-conscious formed automatically and related to product appearance such as colours and style. The behavioural level is subconscious, and related to the use and experience with a product based on function, performance, and usability. The reflective level is conscious, and as Norman stated "the highest level of feelings, emotions and cognition reside" in this level. Accordingly the visceral and behavioural levels are about the "now", while the reflective level is longer over time and is more about the "satisfaction" produced by using a product and main causes of long-term attachments. Miller et al. 19 argue that the reflective level has been neglected in software engineering research and practice. As they have argued, many social goals like "fun" are complex and reflective and not immediately measurable.
Eliciting Emotional Goals
Although there are limited studies about how to deal with people's emotional goals in software engineering, perhaps the initial efforts in highlighting the importance of eliciting and capturing people's emotional requirements was escalated in Mumford's ETHICS method 89 . Although this method encouraged system analysts to find ways to capture people's values and emotions in system design process, it is a questionnaire-based technique with less flexibility and people may not be comfortable with this time-consuming method.
Another technique that has been applied widely for eliciting and capturing people's soft goals is ethnography 90, 91, 92 . In this technique, a system analyst gather data including observing people in their workplace and may participate in their everyday work to realize people's soft goals. Although this technique does not require asking questions directly for capturing people's soft goals, the quality of output depends entirely on ethnographer expertise as it does not have any guideline supporting ethnographers in soft goals elicitation process. Yu 93, 94 by proposing the i* modelling notation tried to model soft goals such as as "trustworthy", "flexible", "minimal intrusion" or "normal lifestyle". However, the primary contribution of i* accredited to its capability as a modelling language as opposed to an elicitation technique.
In the field of human-computer interaction, Friedman suggested Value-sensitive design approach for eliciting human values 95, 96 . In this technique user scenarios and storyboards are used for eliciting people' feelings toward a developed software system or its prototype in the form of cue cards. In other words, this technique does not propose any guideline for eliciting people's soft goals such as values and emotions in the requirements engineering process. Friedman's idea was followed by Cockton et al. 97 Based on what we discussed in this section, we can argue that although many of the previous methods have been successfully applied for requirements elicitation, they did not propose a systematic and repeatable process for capturing and understanding people's emotional goals for software development purposes. The current paper aims to address the above mentioned issues and provide something specific for POS.
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
To answer the research question in this study we first need to answer the question 'How do people's emotions form during their encounter with a software system?'. Understanding the process of forming emotions provides insight about the aspects that we need to investigate to realize emotional goals. In this section, we first present our conceptualisation of forming people's emotions, which we call Emotional Appraisal Model. We then introduce our proposed framework -the Emotional Attachment Framework (EAF) -and process model for understanding the people's emotional goals.
Emotional Attachment Framework
According to the Basic Model of Emotion (Section 2.1.2), we can argue that forming people's emotions is the consequence of people's appraisal regarding whether a software system's capabilities satisfies their goals or not. If the capabilities address their goals, the software system is appraised as beneficial. Otherwise as unhelpful. Therefore, forming emotions is the outcome of match and mismatch of people's goals with software systems capabilities that result in a positive emotion, a negative emotion or neutral emotion.
We adapt and customize Desmet's model of emotions for our purpose in the software engineering domain (Figure 2 ), focusing on software applications instead of products more generally. In addition, Desmet's definition of a 'concern' refers to all types of customer concerns (or goals), however, we adapt it to focus specifically on emotional goals. Figure 2 represents the relationship between emotions, emotional goals and a software system. The various types of positive, negative or neutral emotion are the result of match and mismatch between people's emotional goals with software system capabilities. It is clear that the type and importance of emotional goals depends both on people and the software application domain. The interplay between these aspects also varies over time. For instance in computer games, pleasure is prioritized, whereas in social network applications group affiliation could be more important.
Based on Figure 2 , forming an emotional attachment or detachment with a system depends on people's appraisal of their emotional goals and the system's capabilities. Accordingly, we can categorize the main drivers of forming emotional attachments under emotional concerns. Adding the drivers of forming emotional attachment to the basic model forms a new framework that we call the Emotional Attachment Framework (EAF). Figure 3 represents the schematic view of the EAF. It is our assumption that although people may have different emotional goals, the root of their emotional goals can always be found by reinforcing what causes people to emotionally attach to (or detach from) a software system. Identifying these will support a better understanding of emotional goals in order to create the desire to engage with the system. This perspective stems from this fact that people need to support their emotional sense and define and maintain their self-concept (i.e. beliefs about themselves) 63, 101 . For this purpose, we have adopted the core ideas of customer emotional attachment from the field of marketing and used Mugge's attachment drivers 62, 65, 66, 73, 61 (discussed in Section 2.1.3). The main reason we use Mugge's model is that it offers the most complete mode of emotional attachment in the existing literature.
FIGURE 2 Customized version of Desmet's Basic Model of Emotions
As Figure 3 represents, according to the four sources of creating emotional attachment in Mugge's study, people's emotional goals are driven by their aspirations related to: (i) self-expression; (ii) affiliation; (iii) pleasure; and (iv) memories.
Self-expression
As we reviewed Mugge et al., arguments in Section 2.1.3, people become emotionally attached to a product if it can help them to display their individuality (e.g. status among peers) 62, 65, 66 . This can be extended to software products. For instance, a person may experience emotional attachment with a software system for educating society about climate change as it expresses their identity of being an environmentally conscious person 102 . As an other example, in an emergency system for older people 19 , the sense of 'independence' or 'empowerment' facilitates self-expression between people. According to the concept of self-expression and its drivers, if a software application can help people to 1) express their specific identity -Ideal Self, and 2) distinguishing themselves from others (e.g. status among peers) -Public Self, it gives them sense of self-expression which influences people's preference positively and can enhance their emotional attachment.
Affiliation
According to the Theory of Human Personality 70 (Section 2.1.3), people may use a product or service to feel a sense of belonging to social groups or affiliate with others. People may also use a software system as it provides them with a platform to make a sense of belongingness so that they can form their social identity. Accordingly, if a software system can help people to belong to a group or enhance that part of the self that needs to feel connected, it will satisfy the people's desires for affiliation 69 . For instance in a system to help elderly people feel more cared for 19 , the older person may experience a stronger positive emotional attachment with an application that makes them feel more connected to their family members, friends, carers, or other social groups.
Pleasure
According to what Jordan 75 argued within the context of product design, in addition to function and usability, people seek pleasure from a software system that they use. Therefore based on what we discussed in Section 2.1.3, we can infer that if people FIGURE 3 Emotional Attachment Framework experience pleasure in using a software system in any form of physical, social and ideological, they feel emotionally attached to the software system. In other words, if a software system provides sensory and enjoyable activity, it causes emotional attachment.
Memories
We can extend the Mugge's argument 73 regarding the role of memories in attaching consumers to a product emotionally (Section 2.1.3), to the software engineering domain. Accordingly, if a software system can help remind people of the past, a specific occasion, an important person, create sense of personification, convey cultural-religious meanings or cause feelings of nostalgia, it may emotionally attache people to the software system. For example, reminders about family and friends' birthdays or bringing up old photos posted to a social networking size.
We call the four above-mentioned sources of emotional attachment in EAF as primary themes and the sub-themes as secondary themes. A brief description of each emotional attachment primary and secondary theme is found in Table 1 . It is clear that the primary themes are intertwined, rather than independent. For instance, in designing a mobile app for educating people to adopt low carbon products, gamification can stimulate the pleasure and self-expression of people to connect them to other environmentally friendly people or green communities (affiliation). Based on the definitions presented in Section 2.1.3 and Table  1 we realize that 'affiliation', 'social pleasure' and 'public self' are all closely connected. While their definitions and underlying theories are distinct as illustrated in the framework, it is expected that goals that are related to one have a high chance of also being related to the other two due to the fact that they are all related to social drivers of emotional attachment. The dashed oval in Figure 3 represents this proximity between these three themes.
Process Model
The main purposes of proposing the EAF is to develop a technique for helping system analysts understand the underlying drivers behind people's emotional statement and breaking them down to illustrate the key emotional goals of a software system. For 71, 72 Clue: Any evidence regarding a person's aspiration for constructing and maintaining a sense of the past, happy moments in life or remind people, occasions, places etc.
this purpose in this section we outline a process model for understanding emotional goals by using the EAF. As shown in Figure  4 , the required input to the process model is data. Data collection can be achieved using any proper qualitative, quantitative or mixed data collection approach such as interviews, surveys, observations, focus groups, ethnography, documents and records 105 .
FIGURE 4 Process Model

First Step: Derive Emotional Goals Task Input Technique Output Terminating Condition
Data Analysis Raw Data EAF Emotional Goals Emotional Goals Saturation Labeling
Emotional Goals −
List of Emotional Goals No Emotional Goals without Label
The purpose of the first step is to analyse the data and extract the relevant information related to people's emotional goals. Although system analysts may be able to analyse the data for exploring the emotional goals without using the EAF, we argue that the EAF provides a more systematic and complete way of performing this analysts, helping to provide insights to analysts and reducing the risk of overlooking key emotional goals.
In the first step, the emotional attachment themes are used to analyse data. These are: Self-Expression, Affiliation, Pleasure and Memories. System analysts extract emotional statements, which are representative data points that help to inform the derivation of emotional goals. These can be from sources such as interview quotes, feedback data, etc. To extract these, we use the themes in the EAF. Such as step is non-trivial, however, in Table 1 , for each theme, we provide clues for helping to extract these statements.
After that, system analysts need to define core emotional goal(s) in each of the derived emotional statements and label them meaningfully. The labels should be concise and without ambiguity to give the reader a sense of what the associated emotional goal is about. For instance, 'homeless people would like to have social interaction and relationship with others' is a sample of emotional statement. The core emotional goal in this emotional statement can be defined as 'Connected'. This step will be continued until the emotional goals are fully explored and labeled and system analysts reach emotional goal saturation which means no more emotional goals are emerging from the emotional statements. As discussed in Section 2, people express their emotional goals in positive, negative, and neutral forms. However, we argue that negative and neutral emotions should be converted to positive emotions as a preparatory step for goal consolidation. It also is important because we believe it is difficult to design, implement, and track for a negative/neutral emotional goal, compared to a positive emotional goal. For instance 'having a cloudy mind' as a negative emotional feeling may be converted to 'sense of clarity' as a positive emotional goal.
Second Step: Emotional Goal Conversion and Consolidation
The step one is creative and we should avoid being critical, letting the creative juices flow to extract emotional goals. While the second step should be critical with the aim of merging goals are trying to eliminate ideas that are incorrect or not useful. As a result, the second step produces a list of non-repetitive emotional goals by asking whether there is any overlap between the extracted emotional goals. If the derived emotional goals have similarity or overlap then they will be combined and represented by a single encompassing emotional goal.
As an example, "sense of relation" and "sense of association" are two emotional goals that have been achieved in the first step (3.2.1). However, both of these emotional goals refer to the same concept, "connection". Accordingly, we can merge these two emotional goals and replace them with a non-repetitive goal like "connected". The output of this stage is a list of non-repetitive and positive emotional goals. 
Third Step: Develop Emotional Goal Profiles
List of Prioritized Emotional Goals No non-prioritized Emotional Goal in the List
Documentation
List of Prioritized Emotional Goals User Emotional Story Emotional Goal Profile No Emotional Goal in the List
The first task in step three is prioritization. Like functional and quality goals, there are many reasons that some emotional goals may be selected over others for analysis and system development. For instance, software system cannot consider all users' goals in the first iteration due to budget and time limits. Whilst in an incremental system development strategy, system analysts consider the most important requirements at first and then extend the system's boundary based on the other requirements. There are different techniques for prioritizing users' goals such as MoSCoW, Paired Comparison and 100-Point 106 . In this research it is our assumption that the frequency of emotional statement is a good representation of the importance of users' emotional goals. As a result, a simple method for prioritizing each emotional goal is checking how often the related emotional statement has been reported by stakeholders. It is possible to elicit priorities from people as well, but we believe that the count is a reasonable indicator. For this purpose we calculate the Percentage of Frequency (POF) by using the following:
In this study we propose a prioritization scales as shown in Table 2 . Based on the POF, a higher priority indicates that the related emotional goals have higher importance and priority and system analysts needs to set a higher priority to those emotional goals in designing and developing the software application. As a homeless person, I want to have social interaction and relationship with others so that I feel connected.
The second task in step three is documentation. The output of the process model should be documented in a format that can be used as an input to existing software engineering techniques in order to proceed the derivation process into a final requirements specification. The output of the documentation task is represented in a format entitled Emotional Goal Profiles. An emotional goal profile contains a summary of an emotional statement, emotional goal, key emotional themes in EAF that are associated with this emotional goal, the emotional goal priority and user emotional story.
As a user story is a frequently used artifact in software engineering domain for representing requirements 107 , we adapt this format for our purposes and generate User Emotional Stories. It is our assumption in this study that the stories facilitates sensemaking the abstract emotional goals in a way that software engineers are familiar with, i.e. user story. The general format of a user emotional story is based on traditional user stories with a specific the focus and composition including emotional statement and emotional goals. In this study we use the following format for representing the stories:
As a <type of user>, I want <emotional statement> so that I feel <emotional goal>.
An example user emotional story can be found in Table 3. As Table 3 shows, having an emotional user story like this is more informative for a system analyst than simply a statement like "designing for Joy".
EVALUATION
Any artifacts in information systems and software engineering are developed to improve task performance in two ways: (i) improving the quality of the result and, (ii) reducing effort required to complete the task 108 . Accordingly, the aims of our evaluation in this research are as below:
• Measuring the proposed framework's effectiveness: to what extent can the proposed framework help system analysts to achieve better perception regarding stakeholders' emotional goals?
• Measuring the proposed framework's efficiency: to what extent can the proposed method reduce effort required to achieve better perception regarding stakeholders' emotional goals?
For measuring the effectiveness of the proposed framework, three quality measures including completeness, correctness and consistency (3Cs) were adopted by reviewing the literature 109, 110, 111, 112 . In this paper, we define these quality measures as below:
Completeness: The proposed framework and process model lead to complete analysis, if the variety of required emotional goals have been specified.
Correctness:
The proposed framework and process model lead to correct analysis, if it represents the accurate and correct reflection of required emotional goals.
Consistency:
According to the definition of consistency 113 , the proposed framework and process model leads to consistent results if (i) the achieved results be consistent within itself (internal consistency) and, (ii) the same result can be repeatedly derived (external consistency) 114 .
Although contextualizing people's emotional goals is subjective and different factors like context, system analyst's experience, background and expertise can affect the results, we believe that (i) the high level insight generated by the proposed framework regarding the required emotional goals should be consistent and, (ii) different people will be able to consistently derive required emotional goals. It is our assumption that if different people use the EAF for the same data set, regardless of the term used to describe the emotional goals, the general perception will be the same.
For measuring to what extent the proposed framework and its process model reduce effort required in understanding and capturing the required emotional goals, different metrics such as time to complete a task, effort to learn and use the method 108 can be used. In this research by reviewing the literature 108, 115, 116, 117, 118 following metrics were used for measuring the method's efficiency:
• Time: this metric measures the time taken to complete the task by using the proposed framework and process model.
• Perceived Ease of Learning: this metric measures to what extent the proposed framework and process model would be easy to learn.
• Perceived Ease of Use: this metric measures to what extent the proposed framework and process model would be easy to use.
• Perceived Usefulness: this metric measures to what extent the proposed framework and process model would be effective in achieving its intended objectives.
• Intention to Use: this metric measures to what extent a person intends to use the proposed framework and process model.
For measuring the effectiveness and efficiency criteria by people independent of the authors, we recruited four independent domain experts in our application domain. The case study is described in detail in Section 4.1. Two of the domain experts are exceedingly well versed in the domain of developing digital applications for supporting and assisting homeless people in Australia and were heavily involved in design and developing the initial version of our application. The other two domain expert were also part of the project and had extensive experience in designing and developing socio-technical software applications. The feedback from the experts that worked directly in design of this application is valuable given the wealth of experience these individuals possessed. Domain experts worked independently, except for times when they required clarifications for doing the tasks.
For the semi-controlled experiment, 12 participants were also recruited from a range of experience and expertise in software engineering domain and administered surveys to each. All the participants had master's degree or higher in the field of software engineering with three to five years working experience. Nine participants had specific training or experience in requirements engineering. Table 4 shows a summary of evaluation techniques used in this study.
In the following sections, we discuss the case study and semi-controlled experience. For each activity, an overview of results will be discussed. The last part of this section is dedicated to reviewing some of the lessons that we learned.
Case Study Analysis
For doing the case study analysis, one of the authors of the present paper applied EAF in a real-world case study, developing a mobile application called Ask Izzy.
The pathways to homelessness in Australia are varied and this leads governments and industries to fund a range of services to support people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Based on the situation of homeless people, a mobile phone can play a significant role in their life since in crisis, as even without credit, they can call emergency services or use free wi-fi. Survey statistics show that in 2016, 95% of homeless people in Australia have a mobile phone and majority of them (77%) are equipped 119 . In Australia, there are more than 1200 government-funded specialist homelessness services and 300,000 health and welfare community support services 119 . This abundance and diversity of services makes it difficult for those affected by homelessness to find the service they may need. A system that can connect people to the help they need will be beneficial. For this reason, Infoxchange, a not-for-profit social enterprise in Australia, proposed a website application called Ask Izzy ‡ to connect homeless or people at risk with essential support services and important information. This project is in collaboration with founding partners Google, REA Group and News Corp Australia.
Ask Izzy provided us with the opportunity of evaluating our proposed framework using interview data from people who had a genuine investment in the software application under development. The case study brought a rich representation of a variety of complex emotional goals drawn from lifetime experiences. Additionally, this case study provided the realistic setting of an industrial case study, along with the realistic pressures and constraints that come with an agile software development process. This rich socio-technical testbed would not have been possible to replicate in any artificial / toy study setup.
Method
The initial version of Ask Izzy was analysed using People-Oriented Software Engineering (POSE) model 19 to understand homeless people's emotional goals in designing the initial version of Ask Izzy. For data gathering they used semi-structured interviews with 22 participants including 15 homeless people and 7 social support workers. Each interview taking between 60-70 minutes, each participant was interviewed once. The interviews were focused on homeless people's requirements for designing a homelessness social support application entitled Ask Izzy.
In each interview some general questions were asked. These questions were based on the following themes: 1) what should the technology (web application) do for you?; 2) How should it be?; and 3) How do you want to feel? We did not ask these three questions directly, but these were just the themes around which we structured our questions. For those participants with experience in using technology, we also asked questions regarding problems they experienced using technology. The interview data was analysed by using the POSE approach to extract and model the key emotional desires and goals by different stakeholders. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.
In this study, we used the existing set of interview data at hand and used the following steps based on the proposed process model (Figure 4 ):
• Based on the first step of this process model, we used the EAF to analyze the interview transcripts. The interview data was analyzed to specifically extract emotional goals. The analysis involved careful reading of the interview transcripts by using the themes guideline (Table 1 ) to achieve a better perception regarding the homeless people's emotional goals.
• Based on the second step of the proposed process model as explained in Section 3.2.2, we transformed negative emotional goals to positive emotional goals by paraphrasing them and then combined the similar ones.
• Based on the third step of the proposed process model as discussed in Section 3.2.3, for each emotional goal, POF was calculated and emotional goal profiles were prepared.
Emotional Goals
One of the authors analyzed each interview transcripts by using the EAF themes' definitions. After that, the authors of the present paper defined the core emotional goals in each of the derived emotional statements and labeled them meaningfully. At the end of this step, 117 labeled emotional goals were achieved. Table 5 shows samples of emotional statements (quotes) and associated emotional goals § . As we discussed in Section 3.2.1, this step was continued until the authors convinced that no more emotional goals are emerging from the emotional statements.
Since all of the emotional goals in this case study were expressed in negative form ¶ , in the second step they were converted to positive emotional goals. Based on the similarity between the emotional goals, the research team were grouped the 117 labeled emotional goals into 20 positive and non-repetitive emotional goals. Figure A .1 in Appendix 6 shows the breakdown of these goals into their respecitve primary and second themes. In the next step, all the 20 emotional goals were prioritized and emotional goal profiles were developed # . Table 6 presents a summary of results in the Ask Izzy case study.
TABLE 5 Samples of Emotional Statements -Ask Izzy Case Study
"It makes you feel bad when they interrogate you and make out like you're trying to evade the system" "They'd tell you one thing and then you'd see them again a week later and they'd tell you something completely different" "What about the people they need to look after here?" "You're in need, you're in crisis, you're in everything and you haven't... there's nothing for you that you can help." "The thing that used to annoy me is they say "Go online, register online and you can access all this stuff". "You have to be lucky of getting the right person in the right call otherwise you could be like turning around." "I think there should be more education around that for the young. I stress now because my son, he's ten" "There's just so many things that you learn through other people" "When people are homeless, they don't consider being ill is an occupational hazard, and they don't go to a doctor until they're really sick, and a lot of times it's really too late." "You don't even talk to the other people. They don't even talk to you." "That's what I'm trying to do is just change the attitude towards it" "There is nothing worse than support worker saying: Well look, I think it's time for us... you know our three month period is up now, I've used all 66 hours with you, you know it's time to stand on your own feet." "The collapse actually happened?" But you don't, because you're shameful, you're not worthy, you're not a winner, all those sort of things resonating through you, so there's that element ..." "If you put all the people that live in this country together, we're all talented in something"
The third column in Table 6 represents the frequency of each emotional goal in the interview data. For example, number 6 in row 15 means that six different emotional statements in the interview data were related to the emotional goal of 'I Feel people don't trust me as a homeless person'. A higher frequency in this column indicates that the related emotional codes of selected emotional concern was more common between interviewees, has higher importance and priority for homeless people. As the third column in this table shows, between different emotional goals, 'Sense of transparency and trust in the in-formation', and 'Connected', 'Supported' and 'Assisted' are more common homeless people's emotional goals with the frequency of 15, 13 and 12 respectively.
The numbers in the remaining columns represent how many times related emotional statement for each emotional theme have been seen in the interview data. For instance, row 10 in Table 6 shows that interviewees mentioned the concept of this emotional goal 5 times in different statements. In all cases, the core emotional goal of mentioned emotional statements was related to 'Public Self' and 'Ideological Pleasure', three times to 'Ideal Self' and just in one case to 'Social Pleasure'. A higher value indicates that 1) related emotional goal can be addressed more effectively through this driver; and 2) for those prospective people who have expressed this emotional goal, this driver has potential to create emotional attachment between people and software system. § The complete list is available at https://goo.gl/vK86i1 ¶ The complete list is available at https://goo.gl/vK86i1 # The complete list of profiles is available at https://goo.gl/nrwEg8 Table 6 , we can understand some useful facts that can help us to contextualize the emotional goals in this case study. For instance, according to the distribution of emotional goals in Table 6 we can infer that homeless people feel loss of control in their life when they become homeless. In other words, one of the emotional drivers for the potential users of Ask Izzy will be to help users to regain this feeling of control in their every day life. As another example, Table 6 shows that Social Pleasure is the most important driver for forming emotional attachment. In other words, the majority of the people's emotional goals can be addressed by considering Social Pleasure in designing Ask Izzy. Row 19 in Table 6 also shows the complex range of associated drivers for feeling Connected. The complexity of this emotional goal may be an accurate reflection of the complexity of the problems that were expressed by participants. Almost all of the emotional statements elicited for this goal were found to be associated with Public Self, Affiliation and Social Pleasure. This high degree of overlap found between all three of these drivers supports what have has been argued in Section 3.1 regarding the correlation and internal relationship of these three drivers in forming people emotional attachment.
The EAF has four primary themes: 1) Self-expression; 2) Affiliation; 3) Pleasure; and 4) Memories, as well as several secondary themes. By consolidating the number of different emotional goals associated to each theme, we understand which theme could potentially create more emotional attachment between people and systems. Table 7 shows the number of different emotional attachment drivers for each theme.
As Table 7 indicates, the majority of the homeless people emotional goals were related to self-expression and pleasure (119 and 111 respectively). In other words, the root of majority of the homeless people emotional goals goes back to people's needs for expressing their personal identity as well as seeking pleasure. The reason of importance for these two categories is not so complicated to understand if we consider the nature of the homelessness phenomenon. As a consequence of becoming homeless, homeless people become so dependent on others and are busy for the activities that they have to do to survive. As a result, they do not have this opportunity to do some activities to feel some degree of pride, self-respect, and self-worth, follow their dreams and interests or have some degree of entertainment. Therefore it is not a surprise if their main emotional goals are related to Self-expression and Pleasure.
Baseline
As noted at the start of Section 4.2, some of the authors of the present paper applied the POSE method to understand and model emotional goals for homeless people. The resulting experiences were included into the design of the initial version of Ask Izzy, which is now a functioning application that has many real users ‖ . As part of the analysis, we use this version as a baseline against which to compare our method. Table 8 shows the summary of the proposed emotional goals defined using POSE approach. Reviewing the prior study results shows that the system analysts of the initial version of the Ask Izzy found 44 emotional statement and they suggested 12 emotional goals for designing the Ask Izzy * * . 
Effectiveness Analysis
For measuring the proposed framework effectiveness criteria (Table 4) , we presented our emotional goals to four domain experts and gathered both qualitative and quantitative feedback. The following steps where conducted in the process of measuring the proposed framework's effectiveness based on the case study:
Two lists of homeless people's emotional goals including (i) what was derived for designing the initial version of Ask Izzy
by POSE (baseline) and, (ii) what the authors of the present paper derived by using the EAF (EAF version) were presented to the domain experts.
2. The domain experts were asked to consider the two lists of emotional goals and answer the following questions † † ; (a) whether there were any additional emotional goals are needed in each list; (b) whether there were any incorrect emotional goals are in each list; and (c) whether there are any inconsistency within emotional goals in each list? They were also asked to reflect their attitudes towards the elicited emotional goals with other group members and determine which list better reflects the homeless people's emotional goals.
3. The domain experts were then asked to review the two lists and identify any emotional goals that were non-repetitive in one list compared to the other; that is, they could not map a goal in one list to a goal in another. Given step 2, this indicated a missing goal in the second list.
Results
As we discussed at the start of Section 4, we investigated three evaluation criteria for measuring the effectiveness of the proposed framework; completeness, correctness and consistency. In the following, a summary of results for measuring the effectiveness analysis will be discussed.
Completeness
All the domain experts mapped all 12 emotional goals in the baseline to an equivalent in some of the emotional goals that we achieved by using the EAF. As Table 8 indicates, while, from the domain experts point of view, all the emotional goals in the baseline were achieved in the EAF version, we could achieve 8 further emotional goals by using EAF in this study. The additional emotional goals cover something important that the previous did not. 'Sense of fairness and justice', 'Independent', 'Useful' and 'Trusted' are some samples of emotional goals that were uncovered by only this proposed method, but not in the POSE method.
The domain experts answers to the open-ended questions provided some valuable points. One domain expert stated:
It is useful to elicit [emotional] goals. ... using the framework is much more comprehensive.
Although you cannot guarantee the completeness, it is a very good starting point for capturing [emotional goals].
Although domain experts acknowledged that the proposed emotional goals in EAF version appeared to be complete, they commented that for users who identified as Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, a 'Sense of Belonging' was not adequately represented or prioritised in the final goal set. While this goal overlaps with existing goals, such as the goal of feeling 'Connected' it was found to be distinct in terms of the underlying drivers. In this case, the 'Sense of Belonging' was driven more by a need for cultural identification as opposed to a requirement for social support. The analysis of domain experts responses shows that the proposed framework has the potential to help system analysts to achieve a variety of emotional goals that users may have.
It is important to note that people's emotions change over time and it is therefore difficult to argue that the list of emotional goals are complete. However, these initial results appear promising given that the domain experts claim that the proposed framework has this potential to lead to achieve a good insight regarding the variety of emotional goals that users may have.
Correctness
The domain experts were asked to raise anything that they would like to add or delete in the list of emotional goals derived by using the EAF. Results show that both domain experts believe the homeless people's emotional goals have been elicited correctly by using the EAF. None of the domain experts raised a case that from their opinions is incorrect and needs to be changed or delete. It shows that from the domain experts' point of view the proposed method could lead to correct results.
For instance, one domain expert stated:
All this [the list of emotional goals by EAF] is true certainly. They [the captured emotional goals] are all true and valuable and it is very hard to find any counterexample to argue.
Although domain experts had some suggestions for better wording of the emotional goals, by answering the related questions, domain experts approved the correctness of the elicited emotional goals. The domain experts had some comments to the openended questions which provided some valuable points. From these results, we see several expected results. First, EAF can help system analysts and requirements engineers, who may not have strong domain expertise, to achieve a better insight about the people's emotional goals:
It is useful to identify emotional goals particularly if someone has no experience. Even if you have experience, when you are designing an interview, it is useful.
Another domain expert also stated:
The framework completely makes sense to me, ..., I think it is really helpful for analysts and designers to put together the questions that they might want to ask.
Understanding the people's emotional goals is so important for system analysts, and our results show that the EAF can help system analysts in this process to some extent. One domain expert mentioned:
Having the categories helps you focus on the relationship between the emotional goals to consolidate or remove ... for consolidating [the] emotional requirements, it is good to look within the proposed categories in the framework. and
Having this [framework] helps me to think in different ways. It could give you a hint and is helpful to create a pool of solution for each [emotional] category. It is good to have them in the background when you designing.
The results of the above mentioned analyses also support our hypothesis that the EAF can help system analysts to get a deeper insight regarding people's emotional goals. We attribute these results to proposed themes for analyzing the data, hierarchical layout of the emotional goals categories in EAF and, well-structured and easy to use process model.
Consistency
For measuring to what extent the achieved results are consistent within itself (internal consistency), we asked the domain experts to determine whether any inconsistency exists within the proposed emotional goals. There is a potential for inconsistency on the outputs related to (i) what is considered to be an emotional goal (ii) what theme each emotional goal is related to, and (iii) how these emotional goals are grouped. None of the domain experts mentioned any inconsistency within the achieved emotional goals. It is an acknowledgment that the proposed framework and its process model did not lead into inconsistent emotional goals.
Semi-controlled Experiment
The goals of this semi-controlled experiment are two fold. First, whether our proposed framework and its process model lead to complete, correct and consistent results when it is used by people independent of the authors (effectiveness). It is our hypothesis that the EAF is an effective technique for understanding and capturing emotional goals compared to other techniques. Second, whether our proposed method leads to performance improvement in understanding and capturing the emotional goals (efficiency). It is our hypothesis that the EAF is more time efficient, easier to use and easier to learn technique for understanding and capturing emotional goals compared to other techniques.
Method
To conduct the semi-controlled experiment, 12 participants were recruited with a variety of experience and expertise in software engineering. Based on their responses in a screening survey, all of the participants had a master's degree or higher in the field of software engineering with three to five years working experience. Seven participants had specific training in requirements engineering.
The participants were asked applied both (i) EAF and (ii) a rival method (i.e: POSE) to extract emotional goals from a subset of data of the Ask Izzy case study, and measured the effectiveness and efficiency criteria ( Table 4) . The experiment used a within subject design, comparing two activities. In each activity, each participant was presented with the same sample of 12 dialogue of what the homeless people in the Ask Izzy case study have been mentioned during the interview sessions regarding their requirements and needs. To mitigate the potential bias, the sample dialogues in each activity were selected randomly. The participants were asked to review the sample dialogues to get a deeper insight regarding homeless people's emotional goals. In the first activity, we introduced the participants the POSE to derive emotional goals from the 12 sample dialogues. In the second activity, the EAF was introduced to the participant, who was then asked to apply EAF to derive emotional goals and label them meaningfully. At the end of each activity, we asked the participants in both groups to categorize the recommended emotional goals based on their similarity and form a list of non-repetitive and positive emotional goals. To avoid an order effect, we counterbalanced by asking half of the participants to use EAF in the first activity and half to use the POSE in the second activity; and then switched. Participants in worked independently, and requested to only ask questions to clarify process.
Efficiency and Effectiveness Analysis
For measuring the efficiency and effectiveness criteria (Table 4) in semi-controlled experiment, we measured different metrics between the EAF and POSE. For this purpose, we gathered both qualitative feedback and quantitative ratings. As such, the following steps where conducted:
• at the end of the each round, we timed how how long each participant spent to do his or her tasks in each round. There were no time limits on tasks and the average time spent by the participants was calculated in minutes.
• for measuring the perceived ease of learning, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness we administered a posttask survey at the end of the each round and asked participants in each group some open-ended qualitative questions about the used methods such as:(i) how comfortable they felt learning the method (easy to learn); (ii) how comfortable they would feel using the method for analyzing emotional goals (easy to use); (iii) to what extent they found the used method useful (usefulness); and (iv) which method is their preference if they had to analyze people's emotional goals in the future? (intention to use) ‡ ‡ . In the designed questionnaire some general questions were also asked about participants general feeling about the used frameworks.
As it is difficult to objectively measure to what extent our proposed framework could help participants in semi-controlled experiment to achieve a better perception regarding people's emotional goals, we went back to the domain experts to assess the participants' output. We supplied the four domain experts with the sample dialogues used by the participants in semi-controlled experiment and two lists of emotional goals proposed by each participant in semi-controlled experiment corresponding to the two rounds. Domain experts did not know which emotional goals were analyzed using EAF and which were obtained using POSE. The domain experts were asked to do the same tasks as in the case study in Section 4.2: identify incorrect goals, inconsistencies, and missing goals (incompleteness). Table 9 and Figure 5 summarize the results for two experimental groups and evaluation metrics respectively.
Efficiency Results
One can see that on average, participants suggested more emotional goals in a faster average time by using the EAF . As Table 9 shows, the average of non-repetitive emotional goals suggested by the participants by using the POSE was 4.8 while this figure was 7.5 when the participants used the EAF. Comparing the time spent by the participants for analyzing the sample dialogues shows that the participants spent more time in order to elicit the emotional goal when they used the POSE (15.7 min) while these participants spent three minutes less on average for doing the same job when they used the EAF. 
FIGURE 5 The Summary of Efficiency Analysis Results
For measuring to what extent the difference between the number of achieved emotional goals by using the POSE vs EAF and spent time are important, we conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank test 120 . The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used to evaluate the difference between two treatments or conditions for the correlated samples. Accordingly, our null hypothesis is that there is no statistically significant differences between the number of emotional goals achieved by POSE and EAF. We conducted the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for a 0.05 level of significance. Accordingly the null hypothesis will be rejected if the p-value ≤ 0.05. Table 9 shows the p-values for both number of emotional goals and time spent are 0.00222. Therefore, the results are significant at the 5% level. Figure 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the responses for the questions associated with qualitative metrics. As Figure 5 shows participants have a stronger preference for using EAF, largely because it has a well-structured and easy to follow process model which lead to a more natural way to get the deeper insight regarding the emotional goals. Given that these measures are our proxies for usefulness, they imply that the EAF is easier to understand and use by participants.
The results of the above mentioned analyses also support our hypothesis that the EAF can help system analysts to achieve a better perception regarding people's emotional goals as the overall number of suggested emotional goals per participant was higher and the times were also lower for the EAF.
The participants' responses to the quantitative questions provide further evidence of the EAF efficiency. Participants' responses support this argument that the EAF is more useful method than rival technique for achieving a better perception regarding people's emotional goals in system analysis process. As Figure 5 shows, all participants believe that the EAF is easy to learn and use for getting a deeper insight regarding people's emotional goals. For example, the following quotes are from two different participants: 
Effectiveness Results
The results of domain experts analysis show that our proposed method in this study could help participants in semi-controlled experiment effectively. Table 10 shows the results of the domain experts analysis.
Completeness and Correctness
As Table 10 shows, from the domain experts point of view, participants in semi-controlled experiment could find more nonrepetitive and relevant emotional goals goals by using the EAF compared with the rival technique. Although we acknowledge that achieving more non-repetitive and relevant emotional goals is not a benchmark for measuring the proposed method completeness and correctness, the uniqueness and relevance of achieved emotional goals support the claim that the EAF has succeeded to provide a deeper insight regarding the people's emotional goals. It is important to note, however, that the incompleteness comes directly from the domain experts view: they regarded the additional goals as valuable and not superfluous to the analysis. For measuring to what extent the difference between the domain experts' opinions regarding the number of non-repetitive and relevant emotional goals proposed by the participants by using the EAF and POSE is important, we again conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Accordingly, our null hypothesis was that from the domain experts' perspective, there is no statistically significant differences between the number of non-repetitive and relevant emotional goals achieved by the participants by using the POSE and EAF.
We conducted the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for a 5% level of significance. Table 10 shows the p-value between the EAF and the baseline method for emotional goals is 0.00222, so we reject the null hypothesis, concluding that the results are significant at 5%.
Consistency
Although all the participants used the same data set and the main findings in the semi-controlled experiment were adapted from well-defined framework (i.e. EAF), there is a potential for inconsistency within the emotional goals suggested by each participant (internal consistency) and between the emotional goals suggested by the participants (external consistency).
As Table 10 shows, from the domain experts point of view, participants in semi-controlled experiment could find emotional goals with less inconsistency by using the EAF compared with the POSE. The results show that the average number of inconsistent emotional goals was more than tripled in the baseline method.
We again conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank test for a 5% level of significance. Table 10 shows the p-value between the EAF and the baseline method for emotional goals is 0.00222. It means that from the domain experts' point of view, the EAF could cause statistically significant improvement in proposing less inconsistent emotional goals by each participant comparing with the POSE.
For measuring to what extent different participants could able to repeatedly derive the same emotional goals (external consistency), different techniques such as Inter-Rater Reliability, Test-Retest Reliability, Parallel-Forms Reliability and Internal Consistency Reliability are available 113 . Among the mentioned techniques inter-rater reliability is a popular technique in the system development domain 121 . We used Cohen's Kappa values for measuring the inter-rater reliability to understand to what extent the proposed method in this research leads to consistent results. Cohen's Kappa statistical measurements range from −1.0 to 1.0; larger numbers represent better reliability and smaller numbers near zero suggest agreement has happened by chance 122 .
As we discussed earlier, the output of the EAF is subjective and different factors like context, system analyst's experience, expertise and background used for analysis can affect the results. However, it is our assumption that if different people use the EAF and its process model for the same data set, regardless of the term used to describe the emotional goals, the main idea will be the same. As part of the process, one of the authors of the present paper analyzed the participants' responses and categorized the emotional goals based on their similarities. Then the Cohen's Kappa values for measuring the proposed method consistency was calculated. Table 11 shows the statistical values for the Cohen's Kappa index. As all the Cohen's Kappa values for proposed emotional goals are above 70%, which is considered the minimum value for inter-rater agreement to be considered consistent 121 , we can say that the proposed method could help the participants to derive the same emotional goals. It supports our hypothesis that the proposed framework can lead to consistent results. 
Lessons Learned
In this section, we discuss two main lessons learned in using our purposed framework in the Ask Izzy case study. As we used different approaches for understanding people's emotional goals in our previous studies 19, 22, 24 , we present this by contrasting our experience in using the EAF and other approaches that we used before.
Questioning
Instead of exploring the emotional goals by using inductive analysis, using the EAF and proposed themes helped us in achieving a better perception regarding homeless people's emotional goals. Although in using inductive analysis techniques like POSE we assume that if system analysts search hard enough, they will find emotional goals, it doesn't say enough about how this happens. These approaches also do not deal with the complexities of interpretation of the emotional goals. Using the proposed clues (Table 1) in the process of analyzing the Ask Izzy case study helped us to better interpret homeless people's dialogues while prevented us from thinking just about their explicit emotional goals.
Using the EAF structure in analyzing and validating the emotional goals in our case study caused great mental concentration. The hierarchy structure of EAF was also helped the research team to validate the achieved emotional goals in a systematic manner and find the overlap between the suggested emotional goals. For instance, by using the EAF we found that some of the quality goals that were derived by using the POSE in designing the initial version of the Ask Izzy also came up as emotional goals -mainly context-specific emotional goals. For example, feel safe and secure was derived as a quality goal while by using the EAF it was derived as an emotional goal since it is the subjective attributes of people and not the property of software.
Labeling
One of the lessons that we learned was the importance of using a clear and unambiguous label for each emotional goal. We found it important as subjective, vague or ambiguous labels for emotional goals caused confusion for stakeholders in understanding the emotional goals. Using labels that have multiple definitions can lead to confusion and disagreement when system analysts come to specifying and interpreting requirements. The likelihood result of confusion in interpreting the emotional goals is analyzing them in a wrong way and designing a software system with wrong features. We used different tactics in this study for reducing ill-definition and misinterpretation of emotional goals. First, we asked the project team members to review the EAF hierarchy several times and reflect their interpretations of the emotional goals. Based on the team members' interpretations we changed some emotional goals labels. Second, we used the emotional goal profile to define exactly what a certain emotional goal means in the EAF hierarchy and how it should be interpreted.
Limitations
There are some limitations in this study. First, we consider only one case study. This is the trade-off that we made when deciding to ground this evaluation in a realistic industrial case study. Accordingly generalising the usability and usefulness of the proposed framework is limited and further case studies would be a logical next step for this research. Additional studies would improve the validity of the proposed framework for achieving a better perception regarding people's emotional goals. Second, the case study is subject to bias, since our initial understanding from the case study and the homeless people's emotional goals would be used for data analysis and comparison the results. Participants may also have an interest in our framework. This proclivity can lead to inaccuracies in their responses. Third, the analyzed data in the industry case study in this research focused only around the homeless people and social support workers goals. While data from others stakeholders such governmental sector organizations and business partners may be necessary for further validation. A threat to semi-controlled experimental analysis is that we used time and number of elicited emotional goals that may not be entirely accurate for measuring the efficiency of the proposed framework.
DISCUSSION
In this study, the research question, How can system analysts achieve a better perception regarding stakeholders' emotional goals in the process of requirements engineering? is addressed. Although emotional goals and requirements have received some attention in software engineering, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed process model in this study is the first method that helps system analysts to systematically focus on people's emotional goals. As we experienced it in practice, a set of emotional themes is a good starting point to understand emotional goals. In doing the industry case study in this research, the EAF and the related themes gave us better insight into the domain and a better understanding the homeless people's emotional goals. We started the data analysis with a well-developed analysis framework that facilitated the process of understanding the homeless people's emotional goals.
This study suggests that although people may have different emotional goals, the root cause of their emotional goals can always be found behind what causes people to emotionally attach to (or detach from) a software system. However, existing approaches overlook indirect drivers of emotional attachment. There are many social situations that would be overlooked if they are categorized in other frameworks. For instance, categorizing the social isolation or the goal of feeling connected in other frameworks would end up with something quite abstract like "joy", which misses the social breakdown, and would potentially result in different requirements. Accordingly, understanding the people's emotional attachment themes help system analysts to understand better the people's emotional goals. In our study, we captured 117 emotional goals from 130,000 words transcripts that subsequently formed 20 non-repetitive and positive emotional goals (Table 6 ) under the three main emotional themes: 1) Self-expression; 2) Affiliation; and 3) Pleasure.
In the AskIzzy case study, participants spoke about the stigma associated with being homeless. The negative perceptions that society has on homeless people can obviously have a negative impact on the way they feel about themselves. According to the results, homeless people feel loss of control in their life when they become homeless. Therefore they want to regain control their everyday lives. This study reveals that homeless people generally feel an inability to follow their interest that they had previously. The results indicate that empowering the potential users of AskIzzy in following their interests would be not only important for them as a characteristics that they would like to have, but also it is important for them as part of their social interaction and social status.
The distribution of emotional goals associated with Affiliation and Social Pleasure themes indicates that the clarity and trust of information is an important goal for potential users and in designing an application would be need to be considered. The results of this study also reveal that there is a high degree of overlap between Public Self, Affiliation and Social Pleasure themes. This fact supports the correlation and internal relationship of these three themes in the EAF in forming emotional attachment. As the results show, the framework guides system analysts to extract subtle references related to the goal of being accepted and Feeling Respected without the need to hear a direct verbal reference to how the situation is related to the way they feel.
Findings from this study show that using the EAF to elicit emotional goals within semi-structured conversations appears to have great potential. Without such support system analysts are at risk of overlooking important emotional goals. One potential reason for eliciting a greater number of emotional goals by using the EAF is that it allows the developer to extract quotes that are indirect (as well as direct) references to emotional goals. A better understanding of different aspects of people's emotional goals provides valuable insights for system analysts to design successful software application.
Reviewing the results raise the question of whether goals that contain a high number of themes should be divided into smaller goals, allowing them to become easier to understand and design for. The optimal level of granularity for goals is still unknown, however there are certainly multiple different aspects of these goals that need to be addressed within design. The EAF may not capture all emotional goals, and further, the quality of the output is only as good as the data that backs them. However, we believe that the list of emotional attachment themes for each emotional goal directs the system analysts' attention to the aspects that they need to consider in designing a software system to address the people's emotional goals. Furthermore, the proposed framework in this study (EAF) can be used before system analysts start the interviews to drive their dialogues and preparing the questionnaire.
Finally, evaluations of our proposed framework in Ask Izzy case study provide support that from domain experts point of view the EAF can lead to improved systems analysts understanding of the people's emotional goals. It is our assumption that it potentially leads to better software system design. Furthermore, the process model in this study gives this ability to system analysts to prioritize emotional goals based on their frequency and focus on those that have a higher priority. A higher priority indicates that 1) related emotional goals can be addressed more effectively through the specific emotional themes, and 2) for those people who have this emotional goals, which themes have more potential to create emotional attachment between people and software system.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Over the past decade, there has been a paradigm shift from designing software systems for satisfying functional requirements towards the applications that are trying to enhance people's quality of life. We argue that due to this, system analysts need to engage with emotional relationships between software systems and people. Based on the unstructured nature of emotional goals, systematic frameworks such the EAF can increase rigor and improve analysis of the domain. It also can stimulate system analysts' sensitivity to consider the emotional aspects that they might not have considered otherwise. In this paper, we introduced a novel framework and process model for understanding people's emotional goals, based on the sound theory of emotional attachment. This framework is simple by design, but conveys the important part of the information of the domain.
The contributions of the EAF and its process model are first to propose an analysis method to deal with people's emotional goals for complementing existing requirements engineering techniques. In the process of analysing the people's emotional goals, the EAF draws attention to people's emotional attachment themes and provides concrete guidelines for eliciting emotional goals. However, its accuracy in terms of the volatile and changeable nature of people's emotions is a matter of future work. Although the output of process model (EUS) provides input to the requirements engineering process, converting them into design implications requires further actions which we have presented in our another study 123 . The proposed framework (i) encourages system analysts to consider emotional themes before starting the data gathering such as interviews or workshops; and (ii) sensitizes system analysts' minds by providing a set of taxonomies and themes to discover emotional goals. Furthermore, the Emotional User Story,by using a known structure of user story, gives a clear guidance to system analysts to know how to contextualize people's emotional goals.
We applied this framework to a software application that aids homeless people finding support services. Our transcribed interviews consisted of more that 130,000 words. We found that the emotional attachment framework provided a useful and structured way to analyse and collate emotional goals. The proposed framework in this study helped to find the right level of detail. We believe that our proposed framework is at an appropriate level for understanding the stakeholders' emotional goals. Although the quality of what we analysed in the case study is only as good as the data that backs it, we believe that these results support our assumptions that having a view of emotional attachment themes can facilitate the process of understanding emotional goals.
To bridges the gap between emotional goals elicitation and software system design process, we have developed a systematic method for discovering possible design solutions entitled Emotional Goal Systematic Analysis Technique (EG-SAT) 123 . In future work, we aim to use both EAF and EG-SAT as complementary methods in other POS domains such as public health and education software systems for further investigation of the proposed frameworks usability and usefulness. We encourage other researchers to use the proposed framework in software system domain for developing the proposed framework and as a method for validation and repeatability.
